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Wednesday, June 21, 2017 
Boulder Arts Commission meeting 
6:00 p.m.  
 
 
 
2017 Operational Grants: Small/Mid-sized Organizations Scores and Comments 

 
 
To bolster the sustainability of the community’s cultural organizations, a system of operational grants is a priority 
for the cultural grants program. This system of institutional funding supports the Community Priorities and goals in 
the Community Cultural Plan within the “Support for Cultural Organizations” strategy. Operational grants may be 
used to cover day-to-day activities or ongoing expenses such as administrative salaries, utilities, office supplies, 
technology maintenance, etc., as well as for project costs, technology purchases, and professional development. 
For more information on Operational Grants for Small/Mid-sized Organizations please visit: 
https://boulderarts.org/2017-grants-program/2017-operational-grants-small-mid-size-organizations/   
 
Total Funds: $60,000 
Awards: 6 @ $10,000 for 2 years 
Cycle: *One-time interim cycle 
*Note: This will allow organizations that receive these grants to apply in the 2019 triennial cycle. 
 
The Jury Process 
After reading through background information to understand the organization, the Arts Commission and Jury have 
provided scores on five criteria: Capacity Building, Community Priorities, Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation 
Strategy, Artistic Excellence, and Boulder Focus. Jury members provide a score of 1-8 for each question. See the 
rubrics through this link for more details: https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Scoring-
System.pdf  
 
This document makes known the jury’s preliminary scores and comments. 
The scores for each jury member are added together to establish a preliminary score for the application. There is 
no weighting of individual questions. Those preliminary scores are then averaged across all the jury members to 
establish an averaged preliminary score. It is this average preliminary score that ranks the applications for 
consideration during this meeting. For each grant category, the Arts Commission will establish a threshold score 
(equal to a whole number that is approximately 75% of the maximum possible score) over which an application is 
considered eligible for an award. Please note that meeting the threshold score does not automatically approve an 
application for funding. In addition to providing a score, the commissioners have included questions or comments 
for that score. These are brief statements that describe their thoughts on the answer to the jury question. 
 
During the Boulder Arts Commission meeting 
The Operational Grant: Small/Mid-sized Organizations Jury Decision Meeting Process flow chart document has an 
overview of the process that occurs within the meeting. In brief, during the June 21, 2017 meeting, the applicants 
are given the opportunity to provide a three-minute statement to answer the questions raised or further inform 
the jury panel about their applications.  
 
Later in that same meeting, the jury panel will discuss each application and individual jury members may decide to 
change specific scores based on new information you provide during your presentation. Once this rescore is 
complete, the applications are ranked. Any if there is a tie in scoring it will be resolved during the meeting. The 
members of the Boulder Arts Commission will then deliberate on a decision of final approval of the applications 
which will receive a grant.

https://boulderarts.org/2017-grants-program/2017-operational-grants-small-mid-size-organizations/
https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Scoring-System.pdf
https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Scoring-System.pdf
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Applicant: 3rd Law Dance/Theater 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 30.33 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia 3rd Law Dance Theater is the premier regional dance company presenting innovative original 
choreography that is complex in form and execution but simply joyous and alive. They present work 
that dance enthusiastists long for. And others are surprised by. They are known for their highly 
qualified elegant dancers and choreographic excellence and creativity. They share their artistic 
quality with people of many different abilities through their classes and teach and mentor in the 
Dairy's Kids at the Dairy morning programs, which serves Title I children. 

Tamil How is the funding will help in Capacity Building for your organization. If the goal is to increase # of 
residents. What are the strategies to do so? Any specific plans? 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Funds will be used to meet marketing and production expenses for each of three dance concerts 
staged next year. Can you provide some specifics on how you would spend BAC grant money on 
marketing and production? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan i like that the bac money is requested is to outreach to their already marginalized audience and 
increase participation, as opposed to trying to build organizational capacity to develop resources. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia The application speaks to several of the priorities notably the support of resiliency and 
sustainability of cultural organizations and the enhancement of their ability to benefit the 
community and creating a supportive environment for artists and creative professionals as well as 
developing Boulder's creative identity. 

Tamil This punctuation is in comparison with other applications and how community priorities are 
selected and aligned with the Community Cultural Plan 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen 3rd Law emphasizes continuing education for adult and professional dancers of all ages. This speaks 
to Boulder's Community Priorities of creating a supportive environment for artists and creative 
professionals, developing the city's creative identity, and diversity and inclusion to encourage 
everyone's participation in the arts (ie, through your Dance for Parkinson’s classes and others that 
welcome seniors). 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly stated and discussed. i do see that most of the performance is outside of boulder. 

Alice Parkinson classes certainly should be enormously beneficial. In your operational statement you say 
"Again, dance, because of its unique ability to energize people, has relevance: it is a vehicle for 
bringing the world and its discontents to their attention." I am wondering What do you mean by 
"discontents"? 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
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Felicia Well presented outline. 

Tamil Evaluation is clear. However I would like to see evaluation related to some of the new goals. For 
example how are you measuring increased participation/audience, etc? 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Evaluation of data from attendance (tickets; are audiences increasing), donations (are there more 
donors supporting the company), critical reviews, and new/expanding sources of financial support 
are solid evaluation measures. Could you provide more specific information on outcomes and 
evaluations? 

Devin No comments 

Heather BAC funds will be spent on marketing & production of programs; please clarify how they'll be spent 
toward support of your education work. 

Alan clear outcomes - although i see that just one out of three of the activities is in boulder. how many 
boulder people will be taken on the road shows? 

Alice Why is the Dairy listed in your contributors sheet as "Foundation family"? Why do you think "cash 
income" is down from last year? 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Based on reviews, public comment and my own enjoyment of their performances, there is no 
question that the applicant meets all the measures of artistic excellence and shares this excellence 
not only with audiences but through their classes and workshops for dancers of all abilities. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Your principals' professional training in dance and theater and your collaborations with regional art 
and culture venues speak well of your artistic standards. You mentioned positive reviews by art 
critics. Could you share those or other objective information about your performances? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the staff are clearly artistically excellent, but based on the narrative, there's outreach to primarily 
diverse communities. the narrative is thin about how the professional artistic excellence translates 
into the artistic excellence of the casual dancers and marginalized participants. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil Most of programming in Boulder. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan after reading through this proposal a couple times, i'm unclear as to whether or not any of the 
people from the classes get to participate in the performances. it seems like the classes are mostly 
boulder focused. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Art Parts Creative Reuse Center 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 29.56 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia This innovative organization has a clear picture of its direction, ability to build capacity, and ways of 
sustainability. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Additional funding would help Art Parts to increase marketing and publicity opportunities, host 
national and international bricolage artists that could expand Boulder’s reputation as an arts 
destination, provide the Bricolage Gallery at low to no cost to the artists in the Boulder County area, 
and move to a larger facility. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan market development and advertising. it's unclear as to whether the grant will be used to expand 
into the larger space, or if that's already happened. 

Alice Have you tried to connect with stores like Guiry's, Michaels, Menninger's which must produce a lot 
of materials that eventually might go to the land fill like the paint chips and paint books as well as 
for support? 

Cindy Its seems that this grant could be a huge help in advancing the great work being done at Art Parts. 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil Need more alignment / comparison with Community Priorities in BAC's Community Cultural Plan 

Mark Commendable collaborations with City of Boulder, Ecocycle, CRC and Blue Star. 

Kathleen Art Parts contributes to several Community Priorities: It offers support to cultural organizations, 
local school, and other groups; supports artists; helps create civic dialogue about the environment 
and the value of recyling and reuse of resources; enhances Boulder's identity regarding creative 
and as a cultural destination. Art Parts also offers free and reduced-price materials to low-income 
residents and school groups. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan i'm pretty sure the project meets parts or one or more of the community priorities, but could have 
been clearer. 

Alice A truly excellent community service for artists with significant and critical recycling benefits. 

Cindy Mention is made of some good contributions Art Parts makes to the community, but the answer is 
not tied to the Community Priorities as described in the Community Cultural Plan. 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia How will you understand progress toward the goals. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Really need to see specifics. Dollar figure goals for fund raising, Art and art supply sales should be 
included. 

Kathleen Art Parts would like to increase gallery and store revenue through marketing, publicity, and 
additional educational programming. It would track monthly sales and expense reports for both the 
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gallery and the store using the Square merchant system to see progress toward increasing revenues 
and measure the effectiveness of additional marketing, publicity, and educational programming. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Evaluation: you aim to increase revenues, but by how much? Concrete targets here will help us 
understand how much impact you think you can create with $10k/year. And how will you measure 
the impacts of the visiting national artists you mention, beyond retail sales? 

Alan i can guess what the applicant hopes are good outcomes, but tie them back to the goals and 
organizational mission and how additional market development and advertising money will help 
you arrive at those outcomes. the applicant mentions outreaching into diverse communities, but 
how does that happen. if the project is moving into a huge facility, how much more business will be 
needed to make that pay for itself. 

Alice Square is good for the quantitative side but I would have liked to have seen some qualitative evals 
from students, teachers, artists, general public. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia I think it's hard to measure the artistic excellence of output. Perhaps seek other galleries to show 
in. And have the galleries Have community curators to help provide context for more diffrebt 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Art Parts is more in line as a community organization. The comparisons should really be with other 
similar organizations, ex: Community Cycles, Center for Resource Conservation and Habitat for 
Humanity. The answers this section align Art Parts mission with community organizations 

Kathleen Art Parts would like to increase gallery and store revenue through marketing, publicity, and 
additional educational programming. It would track monthly sales and expense reports for both the 
gallery and the store using the Square merchant system to see progress toward increasing 
revenues and measure the effectiveness of additional marketing, publicity, and educational 
programming. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Evidence of artistic excellence is not presented in narrative or supporting materials beyond the 
executive director's brief bio; the total retail value of artworks sold so far doesn't reliably indicate 
the artistic quality of what's for sale. 

Alan i've been in the store before. it's an interesting place. i like that it encourages reuse of materials 
and adds value to them. the gallery shows feature artists who intentionally create art that for the 
most part are self-curated around particular themes. 

Alice Would like to see a resume from Denise Perreault. 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan Boulder focused 

Alice Your bailiwick seems to be Boulder County and beyond though Boulder is main focus. 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: BaoBao Foundation 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 28.67 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia What sort of innovations have you considered for increasing your marketing? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen A BAC grant would allow Bao Bao Foundation to hire an administrative assistant to manage 
administration, marketing, and event planning and coordination. It would also support more 
activities and events in Boulder, including a planned performance at the Dairy Center and a harvest 
festival. Can you elaborate on how specifically you'd spend a BAC grant--for other purposes, also? 
And can you assure that BAC funding would be used for activities that take place in the City of 
Boulder and benefit our residents? 

Devin No comments 

Heather $10k/year will not be sufficient funding to achieve all these capacity-building outcomes. What are 
your top 1-2 priorities? 

Alan very clear and realistic, i get the impression that it is based in boulder, but its market is elsewhere 
and the applicant is trying to build more of a local presence. the applicant says that the bao bao 
library isn't a part of the bac proposal, but the budget shows a $5k line item for it. i suggest that it 
be omitted and balanced without the library expense and decreasing revenues accordingly. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy I like all the outreach that BaoBao does - what a great way to share and celebrate culture with a 
bunch of people who may not know anything about Ghana! I really like the events planned around 
traditional Ghanian holidays, like the planned Homowo event. 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Meets several of the priorities but not vigorously. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Bao Bao provides education and arts programming for BVSD schools, CU and DU, and creates 
opportunities for people of different abilities to perform alongside professional artists in dance and 
drumming classes.The collaboration between guest artists and local artists adds to Boulder’s 
unique character and supports artists and creative professionals. Events produced by the Bao Bao 
Foundation contribute to Boulder’s creative identity and reputation as a cultural destination and a 
place where people can come experience diversity in the arts. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan generally meets a priority or two, could be spelled out with a little more specificity. 

Alice Some statistics would be useful regarding number of people you attract to your events and have 
the numbers grown over the years, i.e., how involved is the community in your programming? Do 
you have a large and diverse multi-generational audience or are you more of a niche organization? 

Cindy Please consult the Community Cultural Plan and show me how BaoBoa will contribute to the 
Community Priorities as set out in the plan. I will be happy to raise this score if you can share how 
your programming contributes to the Community Priorities. 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
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Felicia What is the number of artists in the performances?Is there just one ticketed event in Boulder per 
year? What is your audience size? How will you increase the number of audience members? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Bao Bao measures impact by attendance at drumming and dance classes and workshops, through 
the numbers of audience members and ticket sales at the performances, additions to its email list, 
Facebook comments, and participation in surveys as part of the BaoBao Festival. We also have an 
email marketing account on mail chimp where we send correspondence about events, and track 
enrollment for our online subscription. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Narrative describes how the organization evaluates itself, but you don't describe how you'll 
evaluate your success in relation to this particular grant. Who evaluates the staff or contracted 
employees that the funds will be used to support? 

Alan the applicant lists a long list of goals in the institutional narrative. this group as well as others only 
dwell on how to evaluate events. events are an outcome of what an organization is set up to do. 
tell me how you're increasing diversity - which is your main community priority. how many new 
classes? how are you recruiting and how many volunteers do you plan to recruit? what forms of 
educational outreach are you planning? etc. the applicant calls for hiring an administrative staff - 
how does this help make the festival better? 

Alice Didn't see specific figures as to approx. attendance at events, or numbers of people you are 
connected with via your social media presence or number of people contacted re your email lists. 
etc. Need more statistics. 

Cindy Goals listed in the Institutional Narrative are not addressed in the Outcomes and Evaluation 
section. How do you see BaoBao reaching these goals? How will you determine if you have? 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia How do you present to audiences that some members of the performances are students? How do 
you judge the students' artistic quality or how do you decide which students should be part of the 
ticketed performance? Do all the professional artists mentioned in the proposal perform in 
Boulder? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark This proposal really should have included resumes of principle/ invited dancers. This section is were 
you show the pedigree of your core performers and your collaborators. 

Kathleen The Bao Bao founder and local and guest artists have performed professionally for national and 
international events. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Would like to hear audience comments from events or participant surveys from workshops in your 
presentation as support of artistic excellence, if no critical reviews are available. 

Alan clearly artistically excellent 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia What percentage of your activity is in the city of Boulder? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan mostly boulder focused. i appreciate how the applicant particularly writes this proposal with a 
boulder focus. 
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Alice A strong international component though yes, primarily a Boulder focus. 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Beyond Academia LLC 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 26.67 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Who are the instructors? Where do you teach.? To what age group? Who are you marketing to? 

Tamil Scores are compared with other applications. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Retention of the school administration and instructors is the organization's primary goal. Aside from 
paying existing team members, some of the BAC grant funds would go towards hiring a professional 
Marketing Director to assist in building a brand and encouraging private and corporate donors. Part 
of achieving sustainability and building a brand will rest in two programs that also generate 
revenue: a new Membership Drive and ‘Poets for Hire’.The ability to pay instructors and performers 
is the cornerstone to the organization's sustainability and growth. Operating expenses and other 
administrative staff such as the Program Coordinator are also costs that a BAC grant would aid in 
funding. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No 2016 budget was submitted, so it's difficult to gauge your current fiscal position in relation to 
this capacity building request. Will raise score if you include in presentation your total annual 
revenues and expenses for 2016, what % of growth this grant represents in 2017, and what specific 
expenses you'll spend this grant funding on. 

Alan very clear business plan. 

Alice Many excellent ideas for growth but in upcoming stages you talk about adding dance, mechanics, 
food components, theatre etc. You have a unique vision so why not just focus on that and not try to 
do what so many organizations in Boulder already do? 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Could you be more specific about how you address the priorities? 

Tamil Scores are compared with other applications. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Beyond Academics contributes to Community Priorities by encouraging civic dialogue, expressions 
of diversity, creative identity, creativity in the public realm, and support for cultural organizations, 
artists, and creative professionals. Do you offer free or reduced-price events, classes, workshops? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan i like how the applicant incorporates the community priorities in an expository narrative - very 
creative! 

Alice My concern is about whether or not BAFS can grow enough to have an impact on the community at 
large to make a difference or significantly impact Boulder's cultural dynamic. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Can't see a process where artistic excellence is part of the mix in this confusing application. 

Tamil How would you measure success? 

Mark No comments 
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Kathleen Goals include paying instructors and administrative staff, and a grant would allow fair wages and an 
increase in the number of workshops offered. It would also allow the organization to hire top-tier 
instructors. Student attendance, a BAFS Spring Survey, a Community Feedback webpage, and 
results of marketing and ‘live advertising’ strategies will be measurable by tracking the increased 
visits to our websites and social media pages, the receipt of private and corporate donations, and 
media coverage. Another goal is to increase membership through marketing, which will be 
measurable in an annual report and corporate review. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan it would be good to add to the high level narrative some proposed outcomes - like the number of 
writers in classes, project audience sizes, staffing pattern projections. 

Alice Simple head counting at events and passing out surveys/questionnaires to people can be useful. 
Even with financial support and marketing director etc. how can you know that there is a larger 
audience out there waiting to be tapped? Your outreach is very small if you had 150 workshops 
over 5 years and only 100 students attending. Did your numbers increase every year? That is always 
an important metric 

Cindy This questions wasn't really answered 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Can't see a process where artistic excellence is part of the mix in this confusing application. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Could you tell us more about the artistic qualifications of instructors and other key people involved 
in Beyond Academia? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan i'm having a hard time figuring out the artistic excellence standard here. i'm not resonating with the 
comparisons with the new york culture. much of the artistic excellence seems to be conjectural. 
granted, this is a new organization and still finding its way. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan some of this info would better inform your evaluation and outcomes. boulder creative communities 
should be encouraging all their tenants to apply for bac funds to help with their rents. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Boulder Metalsmithing Association 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 28.88 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Explains goals in strategic plan. A little thin on detail. 

Tamil It seems they will use funds for location improvement, retention of students through scholarships, 
not sure how was that related to the other goals mentioned : pay rent, pay staff and marketing. 
How the former will help in capacity building in terms of the organization? 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Boulder Metalsmithing Association wants to establish itself as a regional leader in metalsmithing 
education by bringing world class instructors to Boulder to teach. A BAC grant award would be used 
to maintain existing tools and equipment and purchase new ones, such as bench pin and ventilation 
systems. A BAC grant also would be used to recruit students; marketing efforts would be increased 
locally and nationally. 

Devin No comments 

Heather As you grow toward a salaried ED, will you hire a contracted professional to handle your marketing 
efforts with these funds? 

Alan modest growth and basic operation and maintenance - when does the rent go up and will the 
applicant be able to recruit enough students to offset that expense? 

Alice "Date night" is a good idea so how about "Tooling With My Teen..." 

Cindy Recused 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Applicant was not convincing. Seemed to not understand community priorities. 

Tamil Clearly stated. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Boulder Metalsmithing contributes to Community Priorities such as supporting cultural 
organizations and artists and creative professionals and helps develop Boulder's creative identity 
through participation in NoBo First Fridays. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan very clearly stated and discussed 

Alice You might be the only Boulder metalsmithing assoc. ergo your continued stability and viability are 
important. 

Cindy Recused 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Goals provided. Strategy thin. 

Tamil Goals, Measurements are clear. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Goals and strategies related to outcomes and evaluations are simple, solid, and realistic. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Clear and concise outcomes with stated metrics for success. 

Alan clearly stated goals and outcomes - there is a push for more students, what's the target number 
that the facility can sustain? on the website the work of six people is featured in the online store. 
how many members are there now and are what is the anticipated growth? 
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Alice No comments 

Cindy Recused 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia No photographs or othe imaging provided. Needed to make some sort of response to quality. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Could you provide more information, perhaps objective reviews of your program and/or 
instructors' skills, to illustrate your artistic standards? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly a high level of artistic excellence based on the teachers and the work made by students. 

Alice Resumes are always helpful. 

Cindy Recused 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan boulder focused. i can foresee this as a destination activity. 

Alice Primarily Boulder focus but still some focus outside of Boulder such as FRCC, and bringing non-
Boulder instructors to Boulder. 

Cindy Recused 
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Applicant: Boulder MUSE 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 30.22 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Please see comments in the proposed outcomes and evaluation section 

Kathleen Boulder Muse has two major goals: to create the MUSE Mariachi Band, to celebrate the culture of 
the program participants, 85 percent of whom are Latino; and to extend reach to the four other 
elementary schools in BVSD with a Family Resource Schools program--University Hill, Creekside, 
Whittier, and Crest View. The organization would like to double enrollment to 80 students.A BAC 
grant would allow for expansion to four additional schools, doubling enrollment and requiring the 
purchase or donation of 40 instruments. To maintain the 5:1 ratio of students to teacher, the 
program will need to hire at least six more teachers. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Is $10k/year sufficient to hire six new teachers as well as purchasing the 40 instruments you 
mention? Capacity building goals are clear but grant amount seems unlikely to enable all of them. 
The organization is running a deficit this year given the budgets submitted. Please address in your 
presentation. 

Alan very ambitious expansion plans. a little bit of money will take this organization along way. the 
budget is very lean. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Can you provide stronger statements supporting contribution to community priorities? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Boulder Muse contributes to Boulder's Community Priorities by supporting artists and creative 
professionals, enhancing civic dialogue through the expression of diversity, by developing Boulder's 
creative identity and its reputation as a cultural destination. The organization was founded on the 
principle of inclusion, and is focused on serving children enrolled in BVSD's Family Resource Schools 
by providing opportunities for choral singing and playing instruments in an orchestra, and soon, a 
mariachi band. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan straight forward - the applicant has some ambitious work like narrowing the achievement gap, let's 
see if that is addressed in the evaluation component. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Community priorities are hinted at here, but I would like to hear about how MUSE contributes to 
the Community Priorities as described in the Community Cultural Plan 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia How will you understand progress toward your goals? 

Tamil No comments 
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Mark There needs to be specifics alongside your organizational goals. Doubling enrollment, Purchase of 
40 instruments, hiring six additional teachers. These are large tasks. Please provide action steps 
that lead to these accomplishments. Once these are provided I can reevaluate your Capacity 
building and Proposed Outcomes / Evaluation scores 

Kathleen A BAC operations grant would contribute greatly to the sustainability of the program as it develops 
districtwide as the only free program for all interested children in the Boulder area.The evaluation 
strategy is in two parts: Students' individual success will be measured by regular assessments as 
well as satisfaction of students and parents; and success in bringing students from the five schools 
together to create one cohesive community of musicians and friends. Evaluation will include 
interviewing directors of the FRS programs, meeting with the schools' principals and music teachers 
to determine their assessment of our work, and discussions with parents in community meetings 
and in on-going assessment and planning. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Narrative describes how the organization evaluates itself in general terms, but you need to 
describe how you'll evaluate your success in relation to this particular grant. Who evaluates the 
teachers these funds will be used to support, and according to what criteria are they evaluated? 

Alan evaluation is very thin. as a suggestion, since this looks like a cut and paste type application, for 
future applications, take the the time to parse through your narratives and put those data here. llke 
in the opening narrative, you talk about wanting to diversify your staff - explain your time line for 
that goal. you want to expand by four schools - explain that timeline and strategy here. you want to 
narrow the achievement gap - how are you measuring that? through content analysis of report 
cards? subjective evaluations from teachers about student attitude changes? will there be school-
based and/or public performances - if so i would imaging evaluation by attendees 

Alice This section is a bit weak. Give more details. Do students write anything about their assessment of 
the program and how it fulfills their needs. Do you track how many students go to middle school 
and continue to play an instrument. Need to add and refine more eval tools. Do you attract 
teachers with a Facebook presence? Do you use social media to further your goals. Do most 
students go into the program because THEY want to learn to play an instrument or is it because 
their parents want them to play. Do you know why students who don't participate choose not too 
given what a fabulous opportunity it is. 

Cindy This area seemed pretty thin. There weren't any goals mentioned - what does participation in 
MUSE programming do for kids? What is the goal of the program? Are there goals beyond just 
providing access to instruments and instruction? Do you see this program impacting students in 
other areas of their lives and education? If so, how will you measure that? 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia At the moment, application more suitable for Arts in Ed grant. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark I scored this higher due to the faculty that is instructing your students. I am scoring this as 
curatorial - stewardship excellence. 

Kathleen The mission of Boulder Muse is to offer free opportunities for choral and orchestral instruction and 
participation to low-income and mostly Latino students in BVSD schools who otherwise would not 
have music lessons. All six paid teachers have bachelors or masters degrees in performance on 
their instruments. They also work professionally as musicians locally and nationally. They have 
established high expectations for students. Assessments of the quality of the program are clear and 
appropriate. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly artistically excellent, but how does this translate to improving the academic performance of 
kids and how will the kids demonstrate their competencies, for example 

Alice Resumes would be helpful as well as some audiovisuals of students playing or students at their 
concerts. 
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Cindy It sounds like there are several artists serving in volunteer roles teaching their craft. Do you plan on 
compensating those volunteers in some way? 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan No comments 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Boulder Samba School 

 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 31.67 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia It was difficult to read this application because it was so repetitious so I may be asking questions 
that are answered in the proposal. What is innovative about the work you do? How many people 
attend the festival and how many attend the concert. Student population small. How will you 
attract more students? 

Tamil Very clearly stated. Note: Please explain Negative Budget? Sustainability of the organization? 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Capacity building would include hiring one or two part-time assistant directors, paying for more 
master teachers to attend, increasing marketing efforts, offering more scholarships to students, 
hiring a development expert, covering administrative and consulting fees, creating a documentary 
video, and designing and implementing a bateria class for local K-12 schools. 

Devin No comments 

Heather $10k/year will not be sufficient funding to achieve all these capacity-building outcomes. What are 
your top 1-2 priorities? 

Alan clear capacity building and some fund raising goals. 

Alice Given the increasingly high costs of rental venues in Boulder you might want to consider hosting 
performances in Longmont and surrounding towns. Why do you think individual donations were 
down by about half between 2015 and 2016? With 28,225 adults attending performances in one 
year your revenue stream ought to be significantly higher. Why only 1190 full prices attendees on 
the Fiscal Sponsorship Annual Report. 

Cindy The goals for the use of the BAC funding seems really huge for only $10,000/year. How do you get 
all that done for this amount of funding? 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia If the organization grows it will increase ability to contribute to community priorities. 

Tamil Aligned - Excellent 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The Boulder Samba School has developed a following and a reputation in line with Boulder's 
Community Priorities, including support for cultural organizations and artists, eliciting city dialogue, 
supporting inclusion and diversity, enhancing the city's creative identity and creativity in the public 
realm, and our reputation as a cultural destination. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly stated - what have you done since 2008 to address diverse community involvement? 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Please provide your method of obtaining quantitative information about the festival and concert. 
How will you track attendance and number of classes? 

Tamil Detailed and clear. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen A long and thoughtful list of outcomes and evaluation measures. 
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Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan pretty good evaluation that ties back to institutional goals and capacity building. i'd like to see a 
little more about outreach to diverse communities, as well as mainstream communities. the 
evaluation doesn't track success of events like projected audience sizes, number of cast and crew 
members 

Alice Why only 66 surveys collected out of 28,000 plus attendees? What kind of feedback have you been 
getting from people? 

Cindy Very thorough and impressive plan for goals and measuring outcomes. 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The Samba School festivals and workshops invite accomplished Brazilian artists as well as local 
musicians to perform and teach. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the franchise is artistically excellent. the application is thin on who from boulder is involved as cast 
and crew. how students are involved. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The festival and workshops are held in a number of Boulder venues and attract many people from 
the Front Range and beyond. Could you assure that BAC grant money was spent on activities that 
support the City of Boulder, rather than other places? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly boulder focused 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Cindy Brandle Dance Company 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 28.78 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Above average strategic plan showing growth and creation of a Boulder Dance Festival. A few 
questions based on application: how will you encourage audiences to view modern dance with 
open and accepting eye? Any thoughts? Also how will you create socially relevant work through the 
beauty of the art of dance? How will you make dance more accessible to the public? And how will 
you help Boulder become a destination for dance artists and patron? Concerned about not 
continuing to develop your board and that you count on friends and family to make up most of the 
cash donations and volunteer support. 

Tamil Clearly stated 

Mark Needs to illustrate steps towards sustainable funding and donor programs. What plan(s) have been 
identified with the highest chances of success? Free lessons and performances while great for those 
that can take advantage, does not always lead to a robust funding program. 

Kathleen A BAC grant would allow CBDC to pay for fundraising efforts, pay for more rehearsal time, offer 
more performances, offer rehearsal pay for dancers, employ more dancers, do more outreach, and 
develop programming with the express purpose of making dance more accessible to the public. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Have you already hired Ms. Stern and Ms. Oldfield, or are their positions dependent on you winning 
BAC funding? Not clear from your narrative. 

Alan very clear organization goal of raising more money 

Alice After 7 years in Boulder it seems that CBDC is still on a very short shoe string and might not survive 
even with the BAC infusion. Not enough "critical mass" yet to really take off. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia The answers about the community priorities are not clear. Please be more specific. 

Tamil Aligned with the Community Priorities. 

Mark Heavy on: "recent" developments and "hopes for collaboration - interested in fostering 
relationships". Please give details on what is current, and goals / action steps towards future 
collaborations / relationships. 

Kathleen The dance company provides a supportive environment while fostering innovative thinking and 
enhances Boulder's creative identity creative identity and its depth and breath as a cultural 
destination 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly stated 

Alice There are already many dance companies in Boulder which have been long established and while 
each company has its own unique vision and excellent dancers I wonder how many different 
companies this town can actually support both via audience attendance and financial support. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil Clear. 
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Mark See above comments in Capacity building. What path(s) will your paid staff identify towards 
sustainability? 

Kathleen Outcomes and evaluation include increasing visibility by expanding the number of performances, 
increasing support to the Boulder arts community by offering free dance workshops, becoming 
more stable financially by paying for marketing and fundraising services, and paying dancers for 
rehearsals. CBDC would work toward developing a Boulder and Beyond Dance Festival, featuring 
multiple dance companies, as an annual dance festival weekend. CBDC would archive each of its 
seasons by documenting events with photographs, videos, and written progress reports. Has CBDC 
considered any other evaluation measures? 

Devin No comments 

Heather What are the options for collaborating with other area dance companies already offering 
community workshops and dance festivals in Boulder? You're entering a crowded field. Would like 
to hear evidence of demand for what you want to create that shows how it adds something unique 
to Boulder offerings. 

Alan clearly stated outcomes and evaluation criteria that match up with organizational goals. it doesn't 
say how many dancers will be hired. it mentions the number of classes, but not how many people 
are anticipated in each class. i'd like to see something about outreach to communities - mainstream 
and diverse. 

Alice There are a lot of "ifs". After 7 years of performing one would think that you would have a larger 
footprint. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia There were only two or three files of moving images that were not edited into a video story. The 
slide show of stills was not useful because they only tell me whether the photographer or 
cinematography is good. I watched the videos of the unedited Revealed and saw the live 
performance at the Dairy and think there has been progress toward reaching artistic excellence 
from previous performances. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Lacking peer reviews and written reviews from Dance critics. Letters of recommendation presented 
as a single document. Separate letters would be the preferred format. Link to "Presenting Denver" 
not current. 

Kathleen CBDC's performances since Ms. Brandle moved to Boulder in 2010 include those at the Dairy 
Center in 2017 and 2018 and the Boulder Fringe Festival. She also teaches dance with the Boulder 
Ballet and Kinesis Studio. She previously was a featured dancer with the Chicago Moving Company. 
Could you provide any objective reviews or assessments of your performances and work in the 
community? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly artistically excellent. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Gave CBDC high score due to the following community commitment: "For nearly seven years now 
we have presented work at The University of Colorado, Boulder, Department of Dance and Theatre, 
The Boulderado (in conjunction with the Boulder Fringe Festival), The Dairy Center for the Arts, and 
the North Boulder Library (for Dance is for Everyone, headed by Mary Wohl Haan)". 

Kathleen No comments 
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Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly boulder focused 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Greater Boulder Youth Orchestras 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 33.22 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Answered the question thoroughly. 

Tamil Very clear. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Greater Boulder Youth Orchestras intends to build capacity by continuing community-building 
efforts such as chamber music, maestro meetings (a "behind the scenes" look at careers in music), 
and a mentor program. It will also focus more on recruiting and retention, and hopes to add a 
development director/operations manager to the staff. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the capacity building plans are unclear - is the orchestra using these funds to go to dc? are they 
being used to hire an administrative / development staff? are mentors music mentors or life 
mentors or both? 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Contributes strongly to several of the community priorities.  

Tamil Aligned with Community Priorities. Age focus is important: children/youth. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen GBYO contributes to Boulder's Community Priorities by supporting cultural organizations it is 
affiliated with, as well as artists and creative professionals. It enhances Boulder's creative identity 
and provides opportunities for all qualified students to participate in GBYO programs regardless of 
financial circumstances, and provides affordable access for students to attend its concerts. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan i'm pretty sure the project falls into at least one community priority, but it isn't clearly stated. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Excellent use of young musicians word of mouth. Strategy appears well throughout and thorough.  

Tamil No comments 

Mark A very robust goal list. What percentage of this list is attainable? Prioritizing goals towards greatest 
impact could allow greater chances for success. 

Kathleen Outcomes include continuing to build community among the youth ensembles, collaborating more 
with other organizations, and expanding outreach to underserved youth by providing more free 
tickets and financial assistance with tuition. Could you elaborate on evaluation by students and 
parents and particular strategies for increasing enrollment and retention?  

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the outcomes are general - how do they tie into the goals mentioned in the institutional narrative 
and the capacity building narrative. 
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Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia High level of artistic quality.  

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen GBYO's affiliations/collaborations include the Colorado Symphony, Colorado Music Festival, 
Boulder Philharmonic, and Boulder Bach Festival) and its professional instructors--all highly 
regarded performers and teachers--provide exceptional professional-level experiences for young 
musicians, many of whom pursue careers in orchestral music. For example, the Boulder Phil invited 
GBYO to Washington DC to perform as part of the Kennedy Center's SHIFT Festival in March 2017. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly artistically excellent. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan boulder focused 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 31.11 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Robert Sher-Mcderdhal is a nationally known choreographer and dancer. Two years of consistent 
support will allow him to concentrate on making world class choreography with performance in 
Boulder and beyond. I would like to see more specifics on how capacity will be built and what 
success will look like at the end of the two year funding.  

Tamil Please provide details on how this grant will help your organization in capacity building. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Could you provide some specifics on how Lemon Sponge Cake plans to increase organization 
capacity to meet your goals? How would you spend BAC grant money?  

Devin No comments 

Heather Please clarify what you will use the money for toward achieving these goals. 

Alan i like how the application is very boulder focused. the project is very clearly stated. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Applicants satisfies several community priorities perhaps mort vividly in promoting Boulder as a 
world class arts center that can attract international recognition. Also, Lemon Spngecake has 
created public art successfully presented in Boulder and Denver Parks on topics that are relevant to 
our community and the world. 

Tamil Clearly stated. Uniqueness: "We take on universal topics relevant to all human beings to effective 
increase diversity, inclusiveness and engagement. Performances in unusual environments" - 
Comment: consider having some of this information somehow in your mission, I consider this is 
what really makes you unique.  

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Lemon Sponge Cake supports most of the Community Priorities, especially related to providing 
opportunities for Boulder residents to attend free performances and to encouraging diversity and 
inclusion in teaching dance. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan very clearly stated and discussed. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy LOVE the NoBo performance in the park. I'd really like to see more of that!! 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Please describe more clearly and specifically the evaluation of your organization after two years of 
grant funding. Will there be more staff, more local board members, a plan for steady growth in 
audience and class size? Will the grant allow more time for artistic development? More resources 
for promoting local performances? What does your marketing plan look like? 

Tamil Well explained 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Proposed outcomes, such as increasing participation in dance classes will help the organization 
financially, and increasing scholarships will provide opportunities to students who otherwise could 
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not afford to participate in dance education. Lemon Sponge Cake pursues a broad range of 
evaluation methods to track attendance and participation, which demonstrates commitment to 
sustainability. 

Devin No comments 

Heather This answer contains all sorts of ways you use evaluation for your company, but doesn't explain 
how you'll evaluate success using this grant funding. Will raise score if you clarify first how you'll 
spend the BAC money, and second how you'll evaluate if you spent it well. 

Alan the evaluation plan is very comprehensive and a notch above most i've read here.  

Alice If analytics show that many fewer people are using the website for information what source do you 
think they are turning to?  

Cindy Lots of general information in this answer. I'm curious about what kinds of qualitative data you 
seek when evaluating your programming What are you looking to measure and how do you 
measure it? 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Applicant has demonstrated highest artistic excellence in dance and choreography with critical 
acclaim. How will the grant help promote the organization's international recognition so that more 
people know about this local artistic resource? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Lemon Sponge Cake has brought an international perspective and high level of skills and experience 
to contemporary dance in Boulder. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the applicant discusses it's larger universe and localizes it. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil Majority of their programming is Boulder focused  

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan big boulder focus 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Natural Highs 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 27.44 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia What kind of art is taught? Who are teachers? This wonderful program seems more of a therapy 
group that is sometimes involved in producing art. Are you collaborating with any arts 
organizations? How do you select artists to work with? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Yes, continue to pursue additional revenue streams through crowdfunding. Without a more robust 
financial plan it is hard to meet criteria of Capacity building, Outcomes and Evaluation that will lead 
to a sustainable organization.  

Kathleen Natural Highs provides much-needed support for youth in Boulder. How would City of Boulder 
youth be able to participate in a program based in Longmont (meaning how would they get there? 
Do arts resources exist in Boulder that could accomplish the same goals? What specifically would a 
BAC grant pay for? Would you employ professional artists and other creative people to work 
with/instruct students? 

Devin No comments 

Heather If funded, what specifically will you spend the grant funds on?  

Alan i like the project, but you buried your lead. as a suggestion for future applications, it would be good 
to lead with and make a case for how making music is therapeutic and helps remediate and prevent 
substance abuse among youth. i'm not sure how hiring a music producer is going to improve things. 
seems to me, that empowering the youth and developing emerging leadership is more important 
than 'quality' of music - which sounds like is fairly high quality now. i like the example you give 
about one of your participants being asked to teach peer to peer in longmont. 

Alice You talk extensively about the music component of Natural Highs and mention "arts" and "artists" 
but without much detail. Are the visual arts also part of this program and if so please give more 
information about the role of visual arts. 

Cindy The question was kind-of answered- there are descriptions of what Natural Highs would like to do 
in the future, but I still don't know what funding from the BAC organizational grant will specifically 
do for the organization. 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia The focus of this organization is creating alternatives to drug use, a valuable contribtion to the 
community, but does not strongly address priorities. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Great to have your organization provide a voice for Boulder's youth. 

Kathleen Natural Highs' music production program would contribute to Community Priorities such as 
developing a civic dialogue encouraging inclusion and diversity and supporting a creative identity. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan straight forward and well explained. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia How do you specifically serve the 2,000 people you reach annually and measure their experience? 
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Tamil No comments 

Mark See above comments in Capacity building 

Kathleen Do you have learning and performance standards, and would instructors or others evaluate 
students' participation and quality of performance? 

Devin No comments 

Heather This answer contains the ways you use evaluation throughout your work, but doesn't explain how 
you'll evaluate success in using this grant funding. Will raise score if you clarify first how you'll 
spend the BAC money, and second how you'll evaluate if you spent it well. 

Alan if you're cutting a pasting a proposal together, pull out the outcomes and evaluation components 
that you describe elsewhere and past it here. for instance in your organizational narrative you 
mention the number of participants and their hours. expand on those data about projections into 
2017-2018. since this is a drug use prevention therapy, how many kids go through, how many are 
sober, how many relapse, etc. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Only lists quantitative data collection - what about the quality of the experience of those you 
serve? Do you have any goals and evaluation strategy for that kind of measure? 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Program seems to focus on the technical side of music production as opposed to artistic quality. 
How can you better support artistic development of students. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark This score reflects the association with Sasha Raskin. High production values on Becky Hearts 
youtube video performance of "Little Bird" Otherwise this is more along the avenues of art therapy. 

Kathleen Will individual artistic expression in musical performance and production benefit from working with 
professional artists, filmakers, musicians, and other creative professionals? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan sasha is clearly artistically excellent, but the excellence is less about his expertise and more about 
the expertise that gets developed by the students. 

Alice Have you reached out to E-town?  

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Based in Boulder with a few programs in Boulder. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan mostly boulder focused 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Rocky Mountain Revels 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 27.22 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia What will increased funding pay for? How many paid event performances do you produce in 
Boulder? How many paid Boulder performers do you employ? What are your paid audience 
numbers? How many tickets do you give away? How many outreach performances do you 
produce? 

Tamil It seems your organization organizes just a couple of community events during the year (?) 

Mark See comments in proposed outcomes & evaluation section 

Kathleen A BAC grant would help with organization sustainability, if used to expand the role of the part-time 
Business Manager to Executive Director to improve fundraising efforts and production and 
volunteer coordination. It would also enhance donation revenues, stipends for local music and 
theater students, and increase compensation for artistic staff and guest artists. Can you elaborate 
on how specifically you'd spend a BAC grant? And do you have a strategic plan? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan very clear fund raising strategy, promoting existing staff. how does this translate into the program. 
the outcomes section talks generally about this, but it looks like largely administrative staff getting 
more money. based on the budget, what's good about this organization is administrative costs are 
low compared to program.  

Alice Having been performing in Boulder since 2001 your ability to increase capacity is worrisome. Even 
with the retirement of your founder your community base of supporters should have gradually 
increased over the years. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Can you strengthen your answer with more specifics about how you address community priorities? 

Tamil Nice to see Cultural Heritage as part of your focus. 

Mark This would receive a higher score if there was more than one performance a season. Hard to 
evaluate impact on the community due to this. 

Kathleen The Rocky Mountain Revels could further support Community Priorities by creating a supportive 
environment for artists and creative professionals, promoting civic dialogue and expressing 
diversity, and amplifying the vibrancy of Boulder’s cultural destinations. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly stated - what has the applicant done to attract diverse artists / audiences since 2008? 

Alice I didn't see any numbers as to how many people attend your sold-out performance. Which Dairy 
venue do you use and also how many people attend your pub sings and sing alongs? Will comp tix 
really increase your community base and how do you determine that? One event per year and 
desire to increase events after 16 years of performing in Boulder makes one wonder about 
sustainability even with BAC funding esp. since Major Contributions last 2 years have by and large 
decreased.  

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
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Felicia How will you increase non board member donations by 25%? How will you increase the number of 
participants from underserved populations? 

Tamil How do you measure your goals/outcomes? 

Mark Goals are nebulous at best. Really need some specifics on artistic and community goals. Would like 
to see action steps that accompany phrases like: " Promote joy & spontaneity. A sense of 
community with modern diverse society grounded by a sense of connection ". Percentages of 
improved donors is quite an undertaking: 25% in year 1, 50% in year 2, again action steps need to 
be outlined. 

Kathleen Goals/Outcomes and how success would be evaluated include using increased donation revenues 
to support stipends for local music and theater high school and/or college students, and to provide 
greater access/complimentary tickets to seniors and under-represented groups. Increasing private 
non-board member donations by 25% in year 1 and 50% in year 2 relative to current levels sounds 
ambitious, but is a commendable goal. Can you tell us more about how you'd evaluate success for 
your targets for grant funding? 

Devin No comments 

Heather Please clarify re evaluation targets: you intend to grow donations by 25% in 2017-18, and then by 
another 50% in 2018-19? Or by 50% total over the two years? 

Alan clear outcomes based on the organizational fund raising goals. i'd like to know a little more about 
the number or cast and crew projected, the number of volunteers projected, hot outreach happens 
to schools - how schools are targeted. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Although there are many wonderfully entertaining performers and performances in the Revels it 
seems that a once a year event would have difficulty in maintaining or increasing artistic quality. 
The goals do not suggest a focus on artistic quality. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Would like to see credentials of the Cambridge Revels artistic staff that critiques your 
performances. Can you provide any reviews from local critics? I could not find critique of your 
performance from Cambridge Revels staff in your 53 page annual report. Really should answer the 
last sentence of this section: "other ways by which you measure the quality of your art and the 
results of those measurements". 

Kathleen Could you provide some objective indicators of your artistic standards, such as critical reviews, 
audience reviews, professional artists involved in production? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the franchise is artistically excellent. i see from the budget that the productions are well staffed, 
but i'm wondering how many cast and crew, whether or not they are largely community members 
or are they from out of town. 

Alice Samples of some evals or the evaluation itself would be helpful. What is your response rate on 
evals, has it increased over the years, and how do you recruit your performers. What organizations 
do you partner with? 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia Do you perform outside the City of Boulder? What percentage of events are held outside the city 
limits? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark This score affected by the small number of Boulder performances. 

Kathleen No comments 
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Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly a boulder focused project 

Alice While Boulder based you also have a wider focus beyond the city.  

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Seicento Baroque Ensemble  
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 26.22 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Please be more specific on the "how" of how this grant will increase the capacity of your 
organization. Address how much you plan to grow and how you will get there. Use specific numbers 
like increase audience by what percentage or what number. Please explain how you will expand 
board. 

Tamil I understand the Ensemble is going through a critical situation in which BAC funds could help in 
paying Artistic Director properly and other admin. Also took note of wanting to increase audience. 
Need a more detailed plan and research that could effectively be implemented toward this 
endeavor. 

Mark Would like more details regarding capacity building. What does "investment in promotional 
activity" look like? 

Kathleen You've indicated that a BAC grant would be used to increase compensation for your new artistic 
director and associate director, and to enhance your marketing for performances. Do you have any 
specifics on how you might spend this grant? 

Devin What are you doing in terms of relevance to grow your audience? 

Heather Additional revenue toward staff salary and marketing- who will do the marketing work? Submitted 
budget doesn't include salary lines for any administrative personnel.What are your specific target 
numbers for growth? Which artists are you hoping to attract? 

Alan the issue that comes up for me with not just this proposal but most of the others is, the 
organizations provide services to boulder and people in boulder, but also people and places outside 
of boulder. that makes a lot of sense to sustain an organization. seems that the purpose of the bac 
money is to mainly benefit boulder and the people of boulder. applicants all tell how great and 
expansive they are, but in my way of thinking, their proposals should focus on how the funds, as 
part of their general operation costs - benefit boulder. this is concern to me when 'artistically 
excellent' means hiring artists outside of boulder because, apparently, there are no locals who can 
fit the bill, particularly when, i'm thinking, funds should be used to build capacity locally. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Please be more specific about how you contribute to the Community Priorities. 

Tamil Please clearly state Community Priorities that are related to BAC's Community Cultural Plan. 

Mark Work that is obscure and rare is wonderful to have in the community. What are your "various 
community organizations" that are part of your free / reduced ticket program? 

Kathleen Seicento supports artists and creative professionals, expands Boulder's creative identity, and 
enriches Boulder as a cultural destination. Programs are performed regularly in Denver, Longmont, 
and other cities, and thus the organization is not entirely committed to Boulder; so in terms of 
being selected for a BAC grant, what specifically might you do to enhance your presence in and 
contributions to the City of Boulder? 

Devin What percentage of those involved have diverse backgrounds? How many students affected for the 
improvisation workshop? Follow up? Does that translate to concert attendance? 

Heather Narrative doesn't clearly link organization's work to specific plan priorities. 
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Alan this looks like a cut and paste from some document. it's very vague as to how the program matches 
up with the community priorities. i hope the applicant reads the published community priorities 
before the meeting. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia What will this growth look like? What does success look like after two years of the grant? 

Tamil Clearly states their evaluation process. 

Mark Please provide details on advertising. Will there be radio spots, a social media presence, email 
blasts, collaboration with other musical organizations? 

Kathleen Seicento tracks ticket sales for students, adults and seniors, as well as complimentary tickets, and 
elicits surveys responses at every performance to evaluate the concerts. You mention the success 
of this grant will be primarily measured by growth in participation by musicians and increases in 
concertgoers, as examples, and also in your ability to attract high-quality soloists/guest 
artists/period instrumentalists. 

Devin Has attendance grown over the five seasons? 

Heather No comments 

Alan high level explanation of evaluation. i think it's great that their programming includes nationally-
known artists, the applicant makes it sound like they are using boulder money to pay outsiders to 
play boulder. i would think proposals would say something like boulder funds will be used to secure 
venues or pay for local advertising and the number of local collaborations as measures of local 
success - although i realize that a performance is a gestalt. 

Alice Do you use social media, advertise in the Camera's "To Do List"? Many of your supporting docs 
were submitted in the wrong format ergo had to be downloaded to be read. Best to stick closely to 
suggested platforms i.e., pdfs. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Organization is fairly new and working toward artistic excellence. 

Tamil I understand former Artistic Director has left and new Artistic Director working on Ph.D. is in place. 

Mark needs more critical documentation, ex: written reviews, resumes of guest performers, Audio / 
visual of performance(s). 

Kathleen Seicento offers an authentic artistic and cultural exploration of Baroque music that is unique to 
Colorado, and is committed to educating chorus members, concertgoers, and students in music 
programs, and performing works that have expanded the arts scene in Boulder, Denver, and the 
region. 

Devin Is there any more documentation of artistic excellence 

Heather Interesting and unique work being done, but with all-volunteer choir performers mixing with paid 
instrumentalists, how is it translating into performance? No critical reviews from outside 
authorities submitted as support. 

Alan clearly artistically excellent. 

Alice Resumes of your top people might be useful. 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia Serves Boulder and beyond. 

Tamil Main programming in Boulder. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin Are soloists and guest artists drawn from Boulder? 
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Heather No comments 

Alan the organization is based in boulder. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy This organization performs outside of Boulder (which is great!), but as this is a city of Boulder 
funded grant, we need to make sure that funding will be used for Boulder programming. Some 
information about how this grant funding will be used would be helpful for this category. 
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Applicant: Society for Creative Aging  
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 25.22 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Please answer the question. Is there a strategic plan? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Granted the hiring of a primary staff position would be key, in addition to..... Really needs detail in 
all areas. What are your specific goals that lead to a sustainable organization.? What are your action 
steps to meeting these goals? 

Kathleen A BAC grant would be used to help offset the costs of a new staff position by increasing the 
company’s capacity for maintaining a strong connection to community partnerships, increased 
stability, and more diverse programming. 

Devin Please expand on why funding is needed to increase send ability, strategic planning, and growth 
and innovation 

Heather Narrative does not directly answer the questions asked. It will pay for primary staff, but what will 
that allow you to do that you can't do now? No budget for 2017-18 was included so we can't tell 
how you'll spend these funds. 

Alan clearly stated, based on the remarks made in the institutional narrative, the job is a challenging one. 

Alice Could you tap graduate students in theatre or performance at CU or Naropa for internships to help 
with your staffing needs? 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Question not answered. 

Tamil Love the mission - for seniors. Please expand information/alignment with the Community Priorities 
stated in the BAC Community Cultural Plan. 

Mark Thank you for your outreach to all of the senior centers in Boulder. Boulder needs more emphasis 
towards arts organizations that focus on our "graying population" 

Kathleen The society presents plays, workshops, and events in the creative arts: writing, poetry, music, 
dance movement, theatre and visual arts, and provides free workshops for seniors to help them 
discover latent talents, explore new interests, and experience the joy of being creative. These 
activities address Community Priorities, supporting Boulder's artists, civic dialogue, creative 
identity, and its reputation as a cultural destination. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Narrative doesn't directly address community priorities from the cultural plan. 

Alan the applicant is a little thin on identifying how it's proposal supports the community priorities. it 
likely does, but the proposal is weak on this important aspect of the application. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Community Priorities as described in the Community Cultural Plan are not mentioned in the 
answer. 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia How will the information collected serve your goals. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark See above comments in Capacity building section. Needs goals for this funding and steps / strategy 
that can be successfully reached, leading to sustainability 
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Kathleen The organization intends to poll audiences at all of events through surveys, online questions 
through the ticketing process, and through post-show talkbacks and receptions to assess current 
programming and plan for future events. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Narrative describes how the organization evaluates itself--all good tools--but you don't describe 
how you'll evaluate your success in relation to this particular grant. Who evaluates the primary staff 
member the funds will be used to support? 

Alan the applicant in its institutional narrative lists a variety of projects, audience sizes, revenue models 
and strategies - how about explaining how you plan to measure all that here? how will the 
additional staff person assist the organization in meeting the goals? 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Mention is made of the ways the organization will evaluate, but no mention of their goals or what 
they will be evaluating. 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia There is no information on the backgrounds of the board members or others who will be making 
artistic decisions. I can't tell if their are professional actors involved or not. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Society for Creative Aging / Viva Theater is weighted more towards community organization as 
opposed to an arts organization. " We provide a place through shows, workshops, touring shows 
and community meetings as a means of engaging intergenerational creative ventures. To date our 
shows have included performers and artists as young as 6 years old interacting with creators over 
the age of 100, and of course many ages between." Could be scored higher if letters of advocacy / 
support from the involved senior centers are included. 

Kathleen Could you provide more information on your performers/performances and workshops and any 
objective reviews or assessments of the quality of your work? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan i like how the project targets players who are a part of its over 60 market. i also like how activities 
and events happen monthly. 

Alice You don't specifically mention where or how you recruit your actors. Do you ever work with local 
theatre companies, esp. the ones at the Dairy? 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil Any pictures available? 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly boulder focused 

Alice 75% Boulder 25% outside ergo 3 instead of 4 points 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: square product theatre 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 31.67 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Is there a strategic plan? What are its main goals? What will be different about new marketing 
versus existing marketing that will increase and diversify audience? 

Tamil Clearly states goals of the organization and funding will be used. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Square Product Theatre seeks to increase/diversify marketing, hire a development director, and pay 
an administrator for daily management, all goals that would build capacity and sustainability for the 
organization. 

Devin Not sure it is appropriate to reward development director 15% commission on sponsorships 

Heather Funding for AD and Dir of Dev salaries will clearly contribute to organizational capacity. 

Alan pretty good discussion about how the applicant discusses their bigger universe and then localizes it. 
bringing on a staff to help raise money and resources is good. seems the organizational mission is to 
create space for marginalized people and groups. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia How will you prioritize the the Civic dialogue about the ability of culture to positively contribute to 
the economy, social offerings, the environment, and the authentic expression of diversity? How will 
you promote your contribution in developing Boulder's creativity etc identity in becoming a world 
leader. 

Tamil Clear statements of Community Priorities. Also Highlight stories - marginalized populations. 
suggestion: I would love to see the topic of equity to be explored in theater. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Square Product supports most of the Cultural Plan's Community Priorities, especially related to 
diversity and inclusion, and to creating civic dialogue and an environment that encourages risk-
taking and innovation. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan very precise narrative 

Alice In some respects your focus on disturbing, challenging and gender issues of our times make your 
productions a bit exclusive of the general population. Edginess is usually good but sometimes it is 
off putting ergo eroding the ability to continually expand your audience. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia What will square product look like after two year of consistent funding? 

Tamil Clear. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Goals to develop audience through more sophisticated marketing, increase the annual budget, and 
increase programming with one more full production per year all have targets and ways to evaluate 
how well the organization has achieved them. What specifically will you do to increase your budget 
to reach targets with this BAC grant? And without a BAC grant? 
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Devin No comments 

Heather $10k/year will not be enough to significantly increase marketing, add an additional staff salary 
while increasing the AD salary, and add a pop-up or production. What's your top priority here? 

Alan very clear and detailed evaluation plan 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Applicant presents high quality work but not always consistently which is likely in producing risk 
taking material. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Square Product Theatre includes a core company and artist associates who are highly trained and 
regarded professionally. It introduces innovative new plays, often bringing artists of national repute 
to Boulder, and premiering productions that go on to regional and national acclaim. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Thank you for including support materials that include evidence of excellence from outside 
reviewers and awards. 

Alan what makes this application stand out for me is, that the group doesn't pick the most artistically 
excellent performers, but the most artistically excellent performers who happen to be women 
and/or the most diverse. 

Alice Resumes are useful. 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather Already funded in 2017. 

Alan mostly boulder focused. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: The Boulder Creative Collective Warehouse 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 28.50 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia How are other artists selected to parcipate? Does the warehouse produce prodice the shows and 
other uses? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen The Boulder Creative Collective is for-profit. It would use a BAC grant for operational costs to 
continue providing studio, event, and workshop space at low cost or sliding scale pricing to artists 
and creatives. These funds would allow more BCC programming and increase marketing reach for 
exhibitions, meeting an overall goal of strengthening Boulder’s art community. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Funds will be used for space rental and additional marketing. 

Alan the narrative sounds like the bac funds is for a 'reserve fund' for later warehouse fixes and rent 
subsidies. i would caution relying on iffy grant funding for these types of uses. as an aside, this 
proposal is a symptom about viability of small businesses. how can incubators such as this be 
sustained on an on going basis to nurture artists trying to make money. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Recused 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Could support resiliency of other groups. Could create supportive environment for other artists. 
And amplify the vibrancy of Boulder's cultural destinations. 

Tamil Unique - Facility 

Mark The need cannot be overstated for a creative crucible like BCCW. This is approach to the costs of 
creative space deserves more support. 

Kathleen BCC contributes to Community Priorities by offering space for artists and creative professionals, 
supporting cultural organizations, and enhancing Boulder's creative identity. Do you offer any 
studio or exhibit space free or at reduced rent for low-income artists? Please tell us more about 
your collaborations in Boulder's arts community. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the applicant states a case, but not how it fits in with the plan. 

Alice As the "...bridge to Boulder's creative infrastructure" it would be helpful to have a list of all the arts 
orgs. with whom you connect. 

Cindy Recused 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Could you provide more specific information about your anticipated outcomes and evaluation 
measures if you were to receive a BAC grant? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 
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Alan this is a scrappy bunch going in lots of different directions. the outcomes are clear - get more 
tenants, sell more stuff host more activities, but i need to see a pathway. a hand-to-mouth group 
like this could use some money to get it stabilized. reading the budget the applicant shows three 
years of deficits. 

Alice More details: how many exhibits per year, average attendance etc. More samples of feedback re 
ages, 

Cindy Recused 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia How do you select the artists who well use the services of the Collective based on artistic 
excellence.? 

Tamil No comments 

Mark The BCCW is another example where I am scoring this as Curatorial excellence. A good mix of 
emerging and established artists and organizations needs to continue. 

Kathleen Could you tell us more about your artistic background, curatorial approach, and standards for 
providing workshops, studio space, and exhibits for artists? 

Devin No comments 

Heather Organization aims to provide resources for helping artists pursue excellence, which makes it 
difficult for outsiders to gauge in relation to this particular scoring category. Artist emails and forms 
mentioned in evaluation section will help with this in future. 

Alan clearly artistically excellent and a group nurturing artistic excellence, but it seems to be a one-way 
street. the applicant is a connector, but there is little in return for making those connections. 

Alice Would like to see resumes for the BCC co-founders. Not enough info given re artistic excellence. 

Cindy Recused 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Based in Boulder with some programs in Boulder. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan very boulder focused 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Recused 
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Applicant: The Schiff Dance Collective 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 28.44 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia Please be more specific about how you will increase capacity. 

Tamil Thank you for explaining your deficit for last year. It is concerning the administrative management 
and sustainability of the organization. Also thank you for mentioning the look for new Board 
members / increase of Board members to give strength to your group/mission. 

Mark As stated in your proposal, current funding model based on classes was not sufficient, but proposed 
future funding model is based on teaching classes. What other funding sources are being pursued? 
Provide details of developing corporate / foundation sponsors. 

Kathleen TSDC says its focus is on new marketing and communication to improve current and allow for 
unexpected circumstances, and that "BAC funds will lay the foundation for achieving these goals 
through compensating their staff and artists." Can you provide some specifics about how you'd use 
a BAC grant to build capacity? 

Devin No comments 

Heather Please explain how additional funds will help your staff and artists increase other revenue sources 
(additional classes? increased marketing efforts?) 

Alan using grant funds to kick start user-generated discretionary revenue is a good use of the bac money. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Please elaborate how you contribute to community priorities. 

Tamil The two community priorities you are focusing on are clearly stated. I also like that you are working 
with other partners such as Attention Homes, and vulnerable populations. 

Mark Healthy amount of community involvement: Attention Homes, AIM, Earl & Rose House, Out 
Boulder, Sanchez elementary, BCSIS and New Vista. Excellent work. 

Kathleen TSDC expresses culture and creativity in the public realm and creates a supportive environment for 
artists and creative professionals, while fostering innovative thinking. Another community priority 
is contributing to civic dialogue and "the authentic expression of diversity", particularly in your 
work with the LGBTQ community and teaching and facilitating healing dance and body movement, 
and providing these opportunities even to those who can't pay for your artistic services. 

Devin No comments 

Heather Addresses two of the priorities. 

Alan this is one of the most clearly presented proposals in this cycle. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Specific community priorities are listed, but what I like about this applicant is their 
ORGANIZATIONAL FOCUS on serving a diverse audience, ie. youth at risk, the LGBT community, etc. 
By focusing on the diversity of those they serve, it seems to me that they will be even more 
effective in meeting the stated Community Priorities. 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia What will the organization look like after two years of funding? Please report on number of 
performances to the community and current attendance. 

Tamil Goals are stated. Can you provide more detailed evaluation of success? 
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Mark Your organizational goals for 2016 through 2019 are very robust. Are all of them attainable? 
Identifying the goals that have the greatest impact / ripple effect would provide greater 
opportunities for success. 

Kathleen TSDC says it will do a SWOT analysis of its company, program, and outreach, and interview 
participants and compare their assessments to previous years. Can you provide more specifics on 
how you will evaluate your company, program, and outreach? An audit conducted by another arts 
organization administrator, for example? 

Devin No comments 

Heather Outcomes and evaluation don't include clear metrics for success. For example: what is your target 
number for increased annual attendance? Work toward erasing recent deficit is good, but answer 
lacks detail. 

Alan very high level without much specificity. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy Good overview of methods TSDC will look at to evaluate success, but no specifics about measures 
used to understand the progress listed in answer. 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Community dance for all those who want to participate while addressing addiction and other social 
concerns is a wonderful mission but it makes it difficult to compare with other dance companies 
who select dancers for their innate abilities and decades of training. Liz Lerman in Washington, DC 
was successful in working with and training the elderly and those with disabilities and brilliantly 
choreographed pieces that drew the artistry in all. But it was always about the dance. Please 
explain how you choreograph for the non dance populations you work with to create programs of 
the highest artistic quality. 

Tamil I get you are measuring in part your excellence by how able you are in touching peoples life, and 
and seen their changes. A qualitative approach. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen I'd like to hear more about the artistic background and experience of staff and volunteers--whether 
in dance or in therapy--and more about the quality of classes and performances, perhaps from 
objective measures or sources. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly artistically excellent 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil I understand your programming in Boulder Also have programming in other cities. 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan the organization is based in boulder, but the applicant is unclear about the number of students and 
staff who live in boulder. it talks about attracting new dancers to boulder, which at one level is 
good, but i'm thinking that the idea is to benefit local people, similar to other city of boulder grant 
funds. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: The Upstart Crow, Inc. 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 25.67 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia The strategic plan has not been completed. Little evidence on how organization will meet its goals; 
larger audience would create sustainability but perhaps should use money to hire a marketing 
consultant. Consider how you will improve innovation, growth or create new community benefits? 

Tamil I understand they will use the funds to increase attendance/visibility through marketing, etc. No 
need of staff? 

Mark This score is directly affected by your organizations strategic plan: Factors necessary to success • 
Paying off a $10,000 loan needed for cash flow purposes • Encouraging our audience to go 
paperless—phasing out the hardcopy brochure for each show • Enlarging our audience • Updating 
our accounting software so that it doesn’t constantly crash • Figuring out how to hire part-time 
administrative and artistic staff Again it is a hope that both this grant and the possibility of earning a 
Google Ad Grant would help the Crow achieve this. Developing a Strategy At this time, the 
membership of the Crow and especially its board of directors need to decide where the future is 
taking us. 

Kathleen Upstart Crow would like to increase its presence in the community through advertising, boost the 
artistic level of productions, work with other organizations, and improve cash flow and reserves. 
Can you provide more specific information on how you'd use a BAC grant? 

Devin Would like to hear more about future strategic planning and innovation. 

Heather Focus on increasing attendance through new marketing: who are your target audiences? Will you 
hire someone to design and manage your marketing efforts? Since you have no paid staff, do you 
have a volunteer with marketing expertise to do this work at a high quality level? 

Alan this is a very 'matter of fact' organization and the application reflects that. a little bit of money goes 
a long way for organizations like this. 

Alice Having been performing in Boulder and Longmont for 37 years a grant would certainly boost your 
operation but the fact that your audience hasn't grown organically over nearly 4 decades might 
indicate that the theatre audience you hope to tap is just not there anymore, regardless of how 
much advertising you do. 

Cindy No comments 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Please explain how you will contribute to one or more of the community priorities. 

Tamil Can you please provide information about how you will address the Community Priorities set in our 
Strategic Plan: Community Cultural Plan? 

Mark It is possible that outreach to an under served community and increased attendance could occur 
Simultaneously. 

Kathleen The Upstart Crow supports several Community Priorities; it supports artists and creative 
professionals, encourages civic dialogue through productions that invite discussion about critical 
issues, and contributes to Boulder's creative identity. The organization's outreach programs, and 
specifically the Thursday Name-Your-Price Nights, offer opportunities to participate in the arts that 
might otherwise not be available. 

Devin How many are involved? 

Heather No comments 

Alan priorities are circularly discussed and could have been presented more linearly for better clarity. 
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Alice Maybe it is the case that the theatre-going community has come to expect and want innovative 
lighting, and engaging costumes and sets and no amount of advertising is going to change that. 

Cindy I love the "pay what you can" shows - what a great concept! 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Would spend time on creating a specific marketing plan. 

Tamil Need detailed evaluations measurements. 

Mark See above comments in Capacity building section. Would like to know more about the debt, and a 
tighter definition of goals and the action steps to accomplish them. 

Kathleen Could you elaborate on your anticipated outcomes (you mention wanting an audience of 400 for 
your productions) and evaluation measures? 

Devin What are you doing to show relevance to current time? 

Heather Narrative is unclear as to who will be doing the additional marketing work, and how that person or 
people will be evaluated. 

Alan it would be nice to see how they propose the outcomes that include changes in the above 
mentioned inclusivity and collaboration and how those changes would relate to increasing ticket 
sales and larger audiences. 

Alice Having a Board of just 4 people who are also major actors in the productions is such a tight 
operational structure. What would happen if 1 or 2 members of the Board were unable for 
whatever reason to act or provide the necessary administrative backbone during a production? 
Artistic and commercial success are so symbiotic that for a company to survive without harmonic 
integration of these too factors is incredibly difficult. 

Cindy I get that you are shooting for more audience members which would suggest that you are reaching 
appealing to more and more people, but I;m curious if you have other ideas of looks like success for 
UpStart Crow, eg. how do you want audience to react to your productions? Do you envision 
expanding on your pay what you can shows? 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia Artistic vision, mission and goals might benefit from an organizational review process to determine 
why you do what you do and what is the comprehensive vision for the organization. Current vision 
seems tired. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen Upstart Crow says it is primarily an actors' company, and "loves to mount forgotten masterpieces 
that speak with a compelling voice to modern situations and circumstances." Your longevity and 
loyal audience speak to your artistic vision and quality of performance. Could you provide more 
information from objective sources, such as art critics or reviews, to support your artistic quality? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No critical/ outside reviews were submitted in support of artistic excellence. 

Alan i like groups like this that are primarily amateurs - local people making art bringing in largely local 
friends and family type audiences, as opposed to wanting to get better known outsiders to drive 
ticket sales. grassrootsy type groups like this are natural community builders. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia Confusion here. You indicate you serve Boukder County. We need to know how much of your focus 
is on the city of Boulfer 

Tamil No comments 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 
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Devin Please elaborate on boulder focus 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly boulder focused 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 
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Applicant: Truth Be Told 
 
Average of Jury Panel Scores: 24.44 
 

Questions and Comments from the Arts Commissioners 
 

Capacity Building 

Felicia What is innovative about your organization? Do you propose new community benefits? 

Tamil Funding will be used for podcast and increase local community (how? strategic plan?) 

Mark Really more specifics on capacity building. Need to state what you need to do and the associated 
action steps that are key components to accomplishment. 

Kathleen A BAC grant would enable Truth Be Told to form teams and an advisory board. It would also support 
ongoing operational costs related to performing at the Dairy Center and allow the organization to 
hire a producer and become more sustainable financially. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan a bit unclear about the specifics, is this for a fundraising person or not, is this for market 
development person, or not. this is a very lean group and this grant would do a lot for this 
organization. 

Alice Not sure of your approx. current numbers of performance attendees per year. More statistics 
would be helpful. 

Cindy I really want to like this application, because I really like what Truth Be Told is doing, but I feel like 
this application needs so much more for me to be confident that this is the right organization to get 
this competitive grant. I get the sense that TBT has some good intentions of moving beyond their 
self described "seat-of-the-pants" planning, but they don't tell me how they plan on doing that. I 
get the impression this is something they would like to do, but have no idea how they will do it. 

 

Community Priorities 

Felicia Please read the community priorities and determine which one(s) your organizations supports. 

Tamil No comments 

Mark Does not address this section. Really need specifics and action steps. 

Kathleen Truth Be Told responds to Community Priorities including supporting artists and creative 
professionals, creating civic dialogue, enhancing Boulder's creative identity and place as a cultural 
destination. Outreach has included youth storytelling with Out Boulder, the One Action project, and 
flood survivors. 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan this could be a little more specific. to the community priorities. i can guess what they may be, but it 
would be better if the applicants told me here. 

Alice No comments 

Cindy This question was not really answered to the extent that I would like to see it answered. How does 
your programming meet the Community Priorities as set out in the Community Cultural Plan? 

 

Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 

Felicia Please describe your evaluation strategy. What are your evaluation goals and how will know when 
you've reached your goal. 

Tamil Need details of measurements, evaluation of outcomes, events, etc. 
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Mark Your strategic plan includes several goals with regards to business objectives, key strategies and 
major goals. I suggest you "cherry pick" the vital ones to concentrate on. This would increase your 
chances of success. 

Kathleen Truth Be Told's primary goal is to continue to grow a thriving community of storytellers by 
launching a podcast to reach a wider audience of listeners beyond Boulder, and to invest more in 
the local community and reach a more diverse audience locally. Also, do outreach projects with 
underserved communities and convey the transformative nature of storytelling. Can you elaborate 
on how you'd evaluate your success in reaching these intended outcomes? 

Devin Doubling the budget over when year is a big jump. Do you have the organizational structure to 
support? 

Heather Secured sponsorships are the only evaluation metric listed for success, but you intend to use 
funding also for a "business development director". How will that position's success be measured? 

Alan this could use a little more information - in your institutional narrative, you say you're inclusive, 
here you could tell how you're reaching out to new audiences, and diverse audiences, how do you 
plan to convert 1300 members on an email list into ticket buyers or donors? how do you recruit 
volunteers and how many do you need for an expanded program that relies mainly on ticket sales? 

Alice More details. Do you give out evals., surveys, or questionnaires to your audience/participants. 

Cindy There are no goals mentioned beyond TBT's desire to grow. Growth is good, but what are you 
trying to achieve through your growth? What do you want people to get out of your programming? 
How will you determine if they have? 

 

Artistic Excellence 

Felicia What are artistic backgrounds of directors. 

Tamil How are you evaluating artistic excellence 

Mark Your proposal should include resumes of leadership, guest artists, reviews of performances and 
peer critiques. 

Kathleen Truth Be Told's two principal storytellers are paid as professionals, other pros are invited to 
perform, and it hires a videographer, photographer, and musicians. Events have been well-
reviewed in local and regional media, and it has a nationwide presence in the storytelling slam 
community. Can you provide a couple examples of objective reviews or assessments of your work 
and/or events? 

Devin No comments 

Heather No external critical reviews of events were submitted as support materials although a few 
newspaper reviews were mentioned (audience comments are a good start when published 
journalism isn't available). Strong attendance alone is not sufficient to show artistic excellence. 

Alan i like this project because it empowers regular people to participate, granted, there are some 
trained actors who do this as a gig - albeit mostly volunteer. 

Alice I didn't see resumes about artistic background of Johanna and Nina. Resumes would be very 
helpful. Maybe give workshops for first time performers/story tellers before they perform live. 

Cindy No comments 

 
Boulder Focus 

Felicia No comments 

Tamil Any pictures / videos / sound available? 

Mark No comments 

Kathleen No comments 

Devin No comments 

Heather No comments 

Alan clearly boulder focused 

Alice No comments 

Cindy No comments 

 


